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Abstract—In this paper a cascaded H-Bridge (CHB) multilevel
converter based Photovoltaic (PV) system with no voltage or
current sensors at the dc-side is proposed. Eliminating the dc-side
sensors simplifies the hardware, leading to lower cost and higher
reliability of the PV system. A novel scheme estimating the
capacitors’ voltages from the output ac voltage of the inverter is
developed. The scheme allows replacing all dc-side voltage
sensors by a single voltage sensor at the ac-side of the converter.
Furthermore, the dc current sensors, conventionally required for
the maximum power tracking (MPPT), are also eliminated.
Instead, the outputs from the capacitors’ voltage control systems
are utilized for the MPPT. The effectiveness of the proposed dcside sensorless system is experimentally demonstrated on a 2 kW
single-phase 7-level CHB converter based PV system.
Index Terms— Cascaded H-bridge converter, capacitor
voltage estimation, photovoltaic system

A

I. INTRODUCTION

PPLICATION of the cascaded H-bridge multilevel
converters (CHB-MCs) in Photovoltaic (PV) systems has
been investigated in many technical papers [1]-[17]. However,
none of these studies have focused on simplifying the system
hardware by reducing the sensor count.
Reducing the sensor count is of great importance because
having both the dc voltage and the dc current sensors for each
H-bridge cell increases the system cost and complexity and
also reduces its reliability. Furthermore, extending the
capacity of an existing system by adding more cells becomes
difficult due to additional wirings required for the sensors and
a potentially limited number of I/O channels available on the
central control board. Therefore, eliminating either or both the
dc current or voltage sensors is beneficial.
In a conventional PV system, both the dc current and
voltage sensors are required by the Maximum Power Point
Tracking (MPPT) algorithm. Several single voltage sensor PV
systems were proposed in literature [18]-[21]. In [18], the dc
voltage sensor was eliminated and the MPPT was
implemented using the dc-dc converter’s duty cycle and the dc
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current measurement. In [19], the MPPT was implemented by
only sensing the dc voltage. The change in the power
delivered by the inverter was inferred from the control signals.
Tracking the actual maximum power point of a PV array using
only the voltage sensor was performed by connecting a
capacitive load to it in [20], [21]. However, a specific type of
converter was required to implement the proposed technique.
In summary, none of these studies were implemented for a
CHB-MC based PV system and in none of them were both the
DC current and the dc voltage sensors eliminated.
In conventional CHB-MC based PV systems the dc current
sensors are required by the MPPT module and the dc voltage
sensors are required for the capacitors’ voltages control
system and the Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) generator.
Hence, in higher level converters, many isolated dc sensors are
required, which increases the system cost and complexity. The
dc voltage sensors elimination in CHB-MCs was addressed in
a few papers, but only for STATCOMs. The dc voltage
sensors were replaced by a single sensor at the AC side of the
CHB inverter-based STATCOM in [22]. The voltage
measurement for each cell was performed at a specific
moment of switching in which the output of all cells except
one was zero. Therefore, the sampling frequency of
capacitors’ voltages measurement was low and varying, which
is not desirable. This drawback was addressed in [23], where
the sampling frequency was kept constant at twice the
switching frequency. However, no experimental validation
was provided. In [24], the capacitor voltage sensors were
replaced by an observer in the CHB based STATCOM.
However, the slow dynamics of the observer makes this
method not suitable to perform the PWM switching or fast
voltage control.
In this paper, for the first time, a dc-side sensorless CHBMC based PV system which does not require any dc current or
dc voltage sensors is proposed.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the proposed
dc-side sensorless CHB-MC based PV system is introduced in
Section II. The proposed single voltage sensor technique for
measurement of capacitors’ voltages is introduced in Section
III. The voltage controller module, the MPPT module, the
current controller module, the power sharing module and the
switching module are described in Section IV. The simulation
and experimental results are provided in Sections V and VI.
Finally, conclusions are summarized in Section VII.
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in the MPPT module. The measured grid voltage, vg, and the
grid current, ig, are used by the current controller module. ig is
also used by the power sharing module to generate the voltage
reference signals for the switching module. In the following
sections, design and operation of each module is explained in
detail.
III. CAPACITORS’ VOLTAGES ESTIMATION MODULE
The capacitors voltages are estimated using a single voltage
sensor which measures the ac output voltage, v, at the ac-side
of the CHB-MC. This allows eliminating all dc-side voltage
measurement sensors.
The measured ac output voltage, v, is sampled after each
switching transition. Therefore, the voltage sampling
frequency for each bridge is twice the switching frequency.
The ac output voltage, v, in an (N+1)-level CHB-MC is given
by
v

Fig. 1. CHB multilevel converter PV system

II. DC-SIDE SENSORLESS CHB MULTILEVEL CONVERTER
BASED PV CONTROL SYSTEM
Since the output voltage of the PV modules can vary in a
wide range due to partial shading, the PV modules are
traditionally connected to a fixed dc link voltage of the
inverter via a dc-dc converter. However, by introducing the
DC-DC converter the overall efficiency of this configuration
is reduced by 4-10% [25] and the cost and complexity of the
system is increased. However, since the CHB-MC allows
controlling the individual capacitors’ voltages independently,
the PV modules can be connected directly to the dc links thus
eliminating need for the dc-dc converters as shown in Fig. 1.
Conventional control systems for this configuration require N
H-bridges, N voltage sensors and N current sensors at the dcside. In this paper, a dc-side sensorless control system for the
configuration in Fig. 1 is proposed. The main advantage of the
proposed control system, as compared to conventional ones, is
that all dc-side current and voltage sensors are eliminated,
which significantly reduces the system’s complexity and cost.
In the proposed control system, only one voltage sensor is
required to measure the voltage at the ac-side of the CHB-MC.
In addition, one voltage sensor is required to measure the grid
voltage and one current sensor is required to measure the grid
current.
Block diagram of the proposed control system is shown in
Fig. 2. The ac output voltage v measured at the ac-side of the
CHB-MC is used to estimate the capacitors’ voltages in the
Capacitors’ Voltages Estimation Module (CVEM). The
estimated capacitors’ voltages are then used (i) as feedback
signals in the voltage controller module, (ii) for feedforward
compensation of the low order harmonic ripples in the
switching module and (iii) to estimate the average PV
modules’ power in order to track the optimal operating point



N
j 1

S jV c  j  DV diode  MV switch

(1)

where Sj=(0,+1,-1) is the switching function of the jth Hbridge, and Vdiode and Vswitch are the forward voltage drops
across the conducting diode and switch, respectively. D and M
represent the number of conducting diodes and switches,
respectively, which can be calculated as [23]
D  2P  Z
M  2A Z

(2)

where P and A represent the number of H-bridges operating in
the inverting and rectifying mode, respectively, and Z is the
number of H-bridges generating zero voltage.
Then, the capacitor voltage Vc-j of the jth switched bridge
can be determined from the measured ac output voltage, v,
before and after each switching transition as [23]
Vc j  v '  v"

(3)

where v’ is the AC output voltage measured before and v’’ after
the switching transition.
In Fig. 3, the voltage sampling instances for a 7-level CHBMC (three H-bridges) are shown. As it can be seen, the
sampling frequency is fixed at twice the switching frequency,
which results in high resolution of the estimated capacitors’
voltages.
The generated output ac voltage undergoes transients after
each switching transition due to parasitic capacitances and
inductances. Therefore, in order to allow sufficient time for
the transients to decay and perform the measurement in the
steady state, the measurement is performed after a time delay.
However, when the pulse width is too narrow, there is not
enough time to perform the estimation. In this case, the
capacitors’ voltages reconstruction mechanism disregards the
narrow pulses, no estimation is performed, and previously
reconstructed capacitors’ voltages values are used. Similarly,
when an H-bridge enters the over modulation region in which
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Figg. 2. Block diagram of the dc-sidee sensorless CHB multilevel converrter based PV conntrol system

Fig. 4. Voltage controoller module
Figg. 3. (a): Referencce voltage and carrriers (b): Voltagee estimation instan
ances

noo pulse occuurs in the ooutput voltagge, the prevviously
reconstructed capacitors’ volltages values are used. Sinnce the
resolution of thhe proposed caapacitors’ volttages reconstrruction
method is highh and the cappacitors voltaages cannot cchange
m
abbruptly, the aassumption off using previoously reconsttructed
caapacitors’ volttages does noot deteriorate performance of the
syystem.
IV. OTH
HER MODULES
A. Voltage conntroller modulle and MPPT m
module
T
The voltage controller
c
module and the MPPT moduule are
shhown in Figs. 4 and 5. The vvoltage controller module coonsists
off the PI voltagge controllerss, which contrrol each capaacitor’s
vooltage towardds the refereence values determined
d
bby the

Fig. 5. MPPT modulee (P&O algorithm
m)

mplemented inn the
Pertturb and Obsserve (P&O) algorithm im
MPPT module.
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The capacitors’ voltages are governed by (4), which is
obtained by applying Kirchhoff's current law to N dc nodes at
the dc-side and assuming that the losses are negligible.
I PV  j

dV cj
v
C
 j ig  0
dt
V cj

,

( j  1,  , N ),

j 1

v j  v g  Ri g  L

di g
 0,
dt

( j  1,  , N ),

(5)

where vj is the output voltage generated by the jth H-bridge, L
represents the inductance of the filtering inductor and R is its
series resistance. vg and ig are the grid voltage and current
respectively.
The current controller module controls the grid current in
the d-q reference frame. As the system is single-phase the
required quadrature signal of the grid current is generated by a
quarter of a period delay function. The active power reference
current, Id-ref, is calculated as
I d  ref






N

P
j 1

j  ref


 RI g2  / V g



where Ig and Vg are the rms values of the grid current and
voltage, respectively.
The reactive power reference current, Iq-ref, is set to zero.
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Fig. 6. Current controller module

The bandwidth of the PI current controllers, fi, has to meet the
constraint: fi<0.2fs (where fs is the switching frequency). The
outputs of the PI current controllers are the inverter’s
reference ac voltage d-q components. The d-q components are
then transformed back to the fixed reference frame to form the
vref.
C. Power sharing module
The objective of this module is to distribute the reference
voltage vref generated by the current controller among the Hbridges based on the reference powers P j  ref from the voltage
controller module. The module initially distributes the
reference voltage among the H-Bridges equally. Therefore, the
active power that each H-bridge draws is

Pm 



N
j 1

P j  ref

(7)

N

To adjust the active power drawn by the jth H-bridge to its
reference value, Pj-ref, the module modifies the reference
voltage of the jth H-bridge, vj-ref, as
v j  ref 

v ref
N



Pj  ref  Pm i g
Ig

,

Ig

( j  1,  , N )

(8)

As it can be seen from (8), the modified reference voltages of
the individual H-bridges do not alter the total ac voltage
reference of the inverter.
The converter has to be designed with sufficient margin to
be able to operate under various environmental conditions.
Therefore, to ensure proper operation of the power sharing
module, a possible maximum and minimum power mismatch
has to be calculated. The possible mismatch can be calculated
from the PS-PWM switching technique criterion, which
requires that the inverter reference voltage has to remain lower
than the capacitor voltage in order to avoid overmodulation.
Therefore, in the worst case scenario (when the capacitor
voltage is minimum)
V c  j  min 

(6)

Vd-ref
+

-Id

-ig

vg

B. Current controller module
Block diagram of the current controller module is shown in
Fig. 6 [26]. The grid current is governed by (5), which is
obtained by applying Kirchhoff's voltage law to the ac side.
N

Id-ref

(4)

where C represents the capacitance of the capacitors
(C=C1=C2=…=CN), Vcj is the voltage across the individual
capacitors and IPV-j represents the current generated by the PV
array connected to the jth H-bridge.
The estimated capacitors’ voltages by the CVEM enter a
low pass filter to remove unwanted second order harmonic
ripple. The bandwidth of the PI voltage controllers, fv, has to
meet two constraints: fv<0.2fg and fv<0.1fi, where fg is the grid
frequency and fi is the bandwidth of the PI current controllers.
The first constraint ensures that the PI voltage controllers are
not affected by the oscillating component of the inverter ac
power. The second constraint makes the outer voltage
controller loops at least 10 times slower than the inner current
controller loop. The output of the jth PI voltage controller, Icjref, corresponds to the current generated by the PV array
connected to the jth H-bridge, IPV-j. Hence, to generate the jth
reference power signal, Pj-ref, the output of the jth PI controller
is multiplied by the jth estimated capacitor voltage, Vcj-est.
When the jth PI controller reaches the steady state, Pj-ref is
equal to the actual power generated by the jth PV array, Pj. Pjref is then used by the P&O algorithm implemented in the
MPPT module to generate the jth reference capacitor voltage
Vcj-ref. The P&O algorithm has to operate much slower than the
voltage control loop, hence, the MPPT module’s update
frequency, fm, is constrained to fm<0.1fv.



4

v ref
N



Pj  ref  Pm i g
Ig

Ig

,

( j  1,  , N )

(9)

where Vc-j-min is the minimum value that the oscillating jth
capacitor voltage reaches. Neglecting the filter inductor’s
resistance and assuming that the grid current is in phase with
the grid voltage, (9) can be rewritten as
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2

V g2  jXNP m
NV g



V g  P j  max
NPm
,

TAB
BLE I
PAR
RAMETERS OF THE
E SIMULATED SYSTEM

(10)

, ( j  1,  , N ).
Inn (10), X reprresents the reeactance of L and ∆Pj-max is the
m
maximum possiible power missmatch. Replaacing Ig with N
NPm/Vg
yields

V c  j  min 

5

(11)

( j  1,  , N ).

Sym
mbol
Vg-rrms
C
L
fs
fg
S
R
fv
fi
fm
N

Quantity

Value

Grid voltaage rms value
H-bridge DC capacitance
Filter indductance
Switchingg frequency (per H
H-Bridge)
Grid freqquency
Converterr nominal power
Filter indductor series resisttance
Bandwidtth of the voltage controller
c
Bandwidtth of the current ccontroller
MPPT uppdate frequency
Number of
o H-bridges

110 V
3.3×10-3 F
2 mH
16600 Hz
500 Hz
1.8 kVAr
0.2 Ω
100 Hz
2000 Hz
1 Hz
4

Frrom (11),
 P j  max  Pm (

N
Vg

V c2 j  min
2



X 2 Pm2
 1)
V g2
,

(12)

( j  1,  , N ).

∆ j-min, for the jjth HThhe minimum ppossible powerr mismatch, ∆P
brridge can be deetermined from
m the maximuum power mism
match
lim
mits of the othher H-bridges aas
 P j  min 

 P
k j

k  max

,

( j  1,  , N ).

(13)

Module
D.. Switching M
In the switchiing module, thhe estimated ccapacitors’ volltages’
rippples are usedd for feedforw
ward modificattion of the refference
acc voltage signnals [27], [288]. As a resullt, variations in the
caapacitors’ volttages have m
minimal effect on the inverrter ac
vooltages and currrent.
The PS-PW
WM techniquee is utilizedd to generatte the
sw
witching signaals for each H-bridge. U
Using the PS--PWM
sw
witching technnique, the swittching frequenncy of each m
module
remains constannt, which in ttheory results in sampling of the
esstimated capaccitor’ voltagess at twice the sswitching freqquency
off each H-bridgge. However, in practice, m
measurement of the
ouutput voltage at narrow pullses is difficullt, less accuraate and
requires fast Annalogue to Diigital Convertter (ADC) moodules.
Thhis issue cann be resolvedd either by iggnoring the nnarrow
puulses in the CV
VEM or by reemoving/limitiing the width of the
naarrow pulses in the switchinng module. Inn this paper, thhe first
appproach is useed, as modifyying the generrated output vvoltage
woould adverselyy affect the cuurrent Total H
Harmonics Disttortion
(T
THD) and inncrease the PWM moduule implemenntation
coomplexity. Sinnce the occurrrence of pulsees that are narrrower
than a minimal pulse width iss infrequent, iggnoring these pulses
dooes not have any significannt effect on tthe operation of the
coontrol system.
V. SIMULA
ATION RESULT
TS
A PV array connected to the grid throough a 9-levell CHB
coonverter is useed to simulate the operation of the propossed dcsidde sensorless system. The PV array is composed oof four

(aa)

(bb)
Fig. 7. a) Output power of the propoosed PV system. bb) Output power of a
convventional system with one dc volttage and one dc ccurrent sensor peer Hbridgge. Case I: startupp test, Case II: Sttep irradiance chaange from 400 too 800
W/m
m2 at t=3.5 s, Caase III: Gradual irradiance changge, Case IV: Graadual
tempperature change.

subaarrays and eeach subarraay has two series conneected
REC
C220AE-US PV
P modules. The model off the REC2200AEUS PV module aand its parameeters can be foound in [29], [30].
Eacch subarray fe
feeds one H-bbridge. The pparameters off the
simu
mulated system
m are given in T
Table I.
T
The objective oof the simulattions presentedd in this sectioon is
to demonstrate that operation of the proposed dc-side
senssorless controol system is comparable to
t a conventiional
systtem with one dc voltage annd one dc currrent sensor peer Hbriddge. The resuults of the extracted
e
pow
wer for bothh the
conventional and proposed systems for four different casees are
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Figg. 8. Irradiance and
a temperature variation profiles ffor Case III and IV
V.

Fig. 10. Experimentaal setup
TABLE II
PARA
AMETERS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
mbol
Sym

Figg. 9. Comparisonn of the estimated and measured caapacitors’ voltagess.

coompared in Fiig. 7. Case I rrepresents a startup test in which
the reference foor each capacittor voltage is fixed
f
to 65 V before
acctivation of thee MPPT moduule at t=2 s. A step change in the
PV
V array irradiaance level froom 400 to 8000 W/m2 is sim
mulated
in Case II. In Case III, thhe PV array irradiance chhanges
grradually as shoown in Fig. 8 (temperature remains consstant at
3000 0K). Finallly, in Case IV
V, the PV arrray is subjeccted to
tem
mperature varriation at a connstant 1000 W/m
W 2 irradiancee level
ass shown in Figg. 8.
As it can bee concluded inn Fig. 7, the performance of the
prroposed PV syystem closely matches the cconventional one in
alll of the conduucted simulatioon case studiess. This demonnstrates
that the outer control loops oof the control system that ooperate
at low frequency (voltage control
c
loop aand the MPPT
T) are
unnaffected as tthe CVEM iss able to upddate the capaacitors’
vooltages with m
much faster freqquency.
Operation off the CVEM iss demonstratedd in Fig. 9. Initially,
alll capacitors voltages are fixxed to 55 V. Then, at timee t=1 s
the reference caapacitor voltaages of the H--Bridge 1 andd 2 are
chhanged to 65 V and 50 V,, respectively.. As it can bee seen
froom the results, the CVEM
M is able too follow the actual
vooltages closelyy even during tthe transients.
VI. EXPERIM
MENTAL RESU
ULTS
To experimenntally validatee the proposeed control system, a
7--level CHB multilevel
m
convverter was connstructed by a series
coonnection off three POW
WEREX PP775B060 H-brridges.
Teerrasas 600 PV
V simulators w
were used to ssimulate three series

Vg-rrms
C
L
fs
fg
S
R
fv
fi
fm
N

Quantity
Grid voltaage rms value
H-bridge dc capacitance
Filter indductance
Switchingg frequency (per H
H-bridge)
Grid freqquency
Converterr nominal power
Filter indductor series resisttance
Bandwidtth of the voltage controller
c
Bandwidtth of the current ccontroller
MPPT uppdate frequency
Number of
o H-bridges

Value
110 V
3.3×10-3 F
6 mH
8000 Hz
500 Hz
2 kVAr
0.2 Ω
100 Hz
1000 Hz
1 Hz
3

connnected REC2220AE-US PV
V modules connnected to each Hbriddge. The conttrol system w
was implemennted on dSPA
ACE
DS11006 processsor board annd the feedbaack signals w
were
meaasured using a DS2004 ADC module. The experimental
setuup is shown inn Fig. 10 and itts parameters are given in T
Table
II. IIn the follow
wing experimeents, the outpput voltage puulses
narrrower than 40
4 µs were disregarded bby the capaccitors
volttage estimationn module.
O
Operation of the propossed dc-side sensorless C
CHB
mulltilevel converrter based PV
V control systtem with nom
minal
pow
wer is demonstrated in Figs. 11-13. Durinng the experim
ment,
the irradiance and
a
the tempperature weree set in the PV
simu
mulators to 10000 W/m2 and 2250C respectively.
F
Fig. 11 compaares the capaccitors voltagess estimated byy the
capaacitors’ voltaages estimatiion module with the actual
meaasured values. As it can be seen the moduule is able to ttrack
the actual meassured voltage with adequaate accuracy and
resoolution.
F
Fig. 12 shows the capacitors voltages, the grid currentt, the
gridd voltage andd the ac-side voltage of tthe inverter while
w
deliivering the noominal power with unity poower factor too the
gridd. Fig. 13 show
ws the Fast Foourier Transfoorm analysis oof the
injeected grid currrent while deliivering the noominal power with
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Figg. 11. Comparisoon of the estimated and measured ccapacitors’ voltages.
Fig. 14. Irradiance levvel pattern prograammed in the PV simulator 1.

Figg. 12. The capaacitors’ voltages,, the grid currennt, the voltage and
a the
invverter ac side volttage while deliverring the nominal ppower with unity power
facctor to the grid.

Figg. 13. Fast Fourrier Transform annalysis of the injeected grid currentt while
dellivering the nomiinal power with unnity power factorr to the grid.

unnity power facctor to the griid. The currennt THD is lesss than
5%
%.
In the next exxperiment, thee irradiance leevel in PV sim
mulator
1 which is connnected to H
H-Bridge 1 was
w programm
med to
foollow the patttern shown inn Fig. 14. Thhe irradiance in the
remaining two PV simulatorrs was fixed to 450 W/m2. The
peerformance off the proposedd system was compared wiith the
coonventional syystem which uses both the ddc current and the dc
vooltage sensors for each H-brridge.
ms are
The output current of PV simulator 1 ffor both system

Fig. 15. Comparisoon of the outputt current of PV simulator 1 forr the
propposed and conventtional systems.

Fig. 16. Comparisonn of the PV simullators’ output pow
wers for the propposed
and cconventional systtems.

show
wn in Fig. 15..
F
Fig. 16 compaares the PV siimulators’ outtput powers. As
A it
can be seen, thee transient ressponse of the proposed dc-side
senssorless system
m is comparablle with the connventional sysstem.
T
To show that the
t proposed system is ablee to operate uunder
unbbalanced condditions withouut degradationn in perform
mance
wheen comparedd to the coonventional one, the M
MPPT
perfformance accuuracy (percenttage of the pow
wer extracted from
the maximum avaailable PV pow
wer) is compaared in Fig. 17..
F
Furthermore, a comparison of the total power
p
and ennergy
extrracted from thhe PV simulaators by both the proposedd and
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[3]
[4]
[5]

[6]
[7]
Figg. 17. Comparison of the MPPT performance acccuracy for the prooposed
and conventional syystems.
[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]
[12]
Figg. 18. Comparison of the total power and energyy extracted from the
t PV
sim
mulators by the prroposed and convventional systems..

Fig. 18. Thiss data
coonventional ssystems is deepicted in F
deemonstrates thhat the perforrmance of thhe proposed ssystem
dooes not deterioorate when thee dc-side sensoors are eliminaated.
It is worthhwhile to m
mention that even thoughh the
instantaneous ppowers generrated by eachh H-bridge do
d not
match, the averrage total gennerated power remains almoost the
m
saame for both syystem as demoonstrated in Fiig. 18.
VII. CONCLUSION
A dc-side seensorless CHB
B multilevel cconverter baseed PV
syystem has beeen proposedd and experrimentally veerified.
Exxperimental tests on a 7-level CHB m
multilevel connverter
baased PV systeem showed thhat performannce of the prooposed
syystem was coomparable wiith a convenntional system
m that
em
mployed all dcc-side sensors.. The main bennefits of elimiinating
the dc side sennsors are reduuced cost, sim
mpler hardwarre and
increased reliabbility of the PV
P system. The operation of the
prroposed controol system undder the switchhing devices failure
haas not been adddressed in this work and neeeds to be studdied in
deetail in the futuure to improvee reliability off the system.
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[18]
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[20]
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